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Abstract

In recent years, Random Network Coding (RNC) has emerged as a promising solution for efficient Peer-to-Peer (P2P) video multicasting over the Internet. This probably refers to this fact that RNC noticeably increases the error resiliency and throughput of the network. However, high transmission overhead arising from sending large coefficients vector as header has been the most important challenge of the RNC. Moreover, due to employing the Gauss-Jordan elimination method, considerable computational complexity can be imposed on peers in decoding the encoded blocks and checking linear dependency among the coefficients vectors. In order to address these challenges, this study introduces MATIN which is a random network coding based framework for efficient P2P video streaming. The MATIN includes a novel coefficients matrix generation method so that there is no linear dependency in the generated coefficients matrix. Using the proposed framework, each peer encapsulates one instead of $n$ coefficients entries into the generated encoded packet which results in very low transmission overhead. It is also possible to obtain the inverted coefficients matrix using a bit number of simple arithmetic operations. In this regard, peers sustain very low computational complexities. As a result, the MATIN permits random network coding to be more efficient in P2P video streaming systems. The results obtained from simulation using OMNET++ show that it substantially outperforms the RNC which uses the Gauss-Jordan elimination method by providing better video quality on peers in terms of the four important performance metrics including video distortion, dependency distortion, End-to-End delay and Initial Startup delay.

Introduction

Nowadays, live video multicasting has been of great interest among the users. More than 1.4 billion Internet users, near three billion gadgets, annual global IP traffic about 667 Exabyte in 2013 [1] are convincing reasons for this assertion. In this regard, the necessity of having efficient video multicasting technique is inevitable. Recently proposed methods such as IP multicasting [2] either probe to improve or change the extant routing algorithms and related parameters to QoS (Quality-of-Service) for providing higher performance. However, any change in the IP layer or the functions of routers involves high expense. Overlay networks [1], which can be established over the underlying network, support efficient multicasting without modifying network layer and routers. It seems necessary to be pointed out that most of the P2P systems [3] are implemented as an overlay on top of the underlying network. Based upon the topology, P2P systems are mainly categorized into Mesh- and Tree-based networks [4]. Single-Tree and Multi-Tree structures are two types of tree-based P2P networks. Tree-based networks are not resilient in peer churning, because the tree divides into two sub-trees when a node leaves the network which results in high cost in the reconstruction process and low video quality on peers due to many playback skips. Moreover, no leaf can participate in data dissemination which results in low network throughput [5]. Multi-Tree systems such as NICE [6] are introduced to cope with this problem. In a Multi-tree-based network, each peer is as an internal node in only one subtree and as a leaf node in others. However, other challenges of tree networks exist. Mesh-based networks are introduced to overcome mentioned challenges in tree-based P2P networks [7]. They are more robust in peer churning thanks to using pull-based exchange method [8] and redundant links among peers. Peers have also good opportunities to share their resources such as upload bandwidth for providing higher video quality in a mesh-based P2P network [9]. CoolStreaming [10] and SopCast [11] are two recently successful mesh-based P2P systems. It is possible to provide smooth video playback on peers in a P2P system if they encounter very few numbers of playback skips.

RNC has established this fact that it can be a suitable technique in multicasting video streams so that the probability of playback skip can considerably be decreased [12]. That is why P2P live video streaming using RNC is one of the most recently used systems for providing smooth video playback on peers. Actually,
RNC considerably increases the error resiliency and the throughput of the network [13]. Better video quality can be achieved if peers exploit the benefits of using efficient video compression standard such as the H.264/MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) [14,15]. In this regard, a live video source compresses video frames and arranges them in a GoP (Group-of-Pictures). Figure 1 depicts a GoP including 16 frames with one frames B between frames I and P (G16B1). Frame I (Intra-frame) is a reference frame for decoding all frames P and B, while each frame P (Predicted-frame) depends on previous frames I or P and each frame B (Bi-predictive-frame) can be decoded if both previous and next frames I and P have been successfully received and decoded. In a GoP, existing dependencies among its frames can result in many playback skips if, for example, a peer receives all frames P and B and frame I is not received yet. In conformity with the next sections, recent studies have shown that the integration of P2P networking and RNC in figure of a system can efficiently address mentioned challenges by increasing the network throughput and frame diversity [16]. However, high transmission overhead and computational complexity due to using RNC are remaining open issues in such a system. To address these issues, this study introduces the MATIN framework so that RNC can be more efficient in a P2P network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next sections explain random network coding, the problem statement, the MATIN framework and simulation results, respectively. Finally, the paper is concluded in the last section.

**Random Network Coding**

In recent years, network coding promises an efficient solution for high quality video multicasting, especially in P2P systems [16–18]. Network coding was introduced by R. W. Yeung and Z. Zhang as an alternative to routing in 1999 [19]. This method considerably addresses the side effects of peer churning in a P2P system by increasing the packet diversity in the network. The simplest network coding method combines received packets using a simple XoR logical operation as it is depicted in Figure 2(b). In this figure, peer T performs one less transmission using XoR-based network coding 20] which results in higher network throughput. Moreover, peers 3 and 4 have their requested packets b and a in lower end-to-end delay, respectively. Although this method has shown that it can increase video quality in P2P systems [21,22], it is topology dependent and needs intelligent algorithms in encoding process for increasing the decoding probability among receivers as much as possible [22].

RNC, which is originally proposed by Ho et al. [23], not only addresses these problems, but also does not require any centralized knowledge about the topology of the network. In other words, it is completely topology independent. This is why many previous studies employed it in P2P video streaming systems [12,16,24–25]. Using RNC, the video stream can be divided into many fixed size segments, each of them is further divided into n k-byte blocks \( B_i = \{ b_{11}, b_{12}, \ldots, b_{1n} \}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). All blocks \( B_i \) related to a segment can be arranged in a matrix, named \( B_{n \times k} \). Then, the video source
Table 1. Comparison of computational complexity in MATIN and RNC in use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Current used approach in RNC</th>
<th>MATIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computational complexity for checking any linear dependency</td>
<td>Gauss-Jordan Elimination $O(n^3)$</td>
<td>Absolutely Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational complexity for obtaining the inverted matrix $C^{-1}_{n \times n}$</td>
<td>Gauss-Jordan Elimination $O(n^3)$ Traditional Method $O(n^{3.5\sqrt{2}}/\sqrt{d})$</td>
<td>$2 \times n \times O(8^2)$ (Very Low)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Traditional method multiplies the inverted of the determinant value of the matrix ($O(n^3)$) by the Adjoint of it ($O(n^{3.5\sqrt{2}}/\sqrt{d})$).

2Computation complexity of dividing 1 byte by 1 byte.

$B_{n \times k} = C_{n \times n}^{-1} \times X_{n \times k}$ (2)

The decoding probability is an important parameter in selecting suitable values for $m$, because the number of innovative packets can be affected by the amount of this parameter. All previous studies used GF$(2^3)$ which is sufficient for data dissemination in a network with hundreds of links.

All in all, RNC improves network throughput and video frame localization. It also decreases playback skips, video distortion and delivery delay in the network. We refer interested researchers to the mentioned references for more information about the benefits of using network coding, especially RNC, in P2P streaming. Actually, the main goal of this study is not to prove the efficiency of RNC in P2P live video streaming. We aim to address existing challenges in RNC which are mentioned in previous studies and are categorized in the next section. Consequently, RNC can be
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**Figure 3. The MATIN Framework.**

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g003

selects $n^2$ random values over finite field GF$(2^m)$ (Galois Field) $29,30$ [m is an integral value] and arranges them in the coefficients matrix $C_{n \times n}$. Equations 1 and 2 show encoding and decoding processes in a sender and a receiver, respectively. Each peer attaches the coefficients vector $C_i = [c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \ldots, c_{in}]$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$ to the encoded block $X_i = [x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{in}]$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$ and sends them to the next hop as an encapsulated packet. A receiver can decode the encode segment if it can receive $n$ linearly independent encoded blocks $X_i$. All arithmetic operations are performed in GF$(2^m)$. For example, suppose that $g_i \in GF(2^m)$, then, $g_i + g_i = 0$ and $g_i \times 0 = 0$. In Figure 2(c), peer $T$ selects four random coefficients $c_1$ to $c_4$ and generates two encoded packets before sending them to peers 3 and 4.

$X_{n \times k} = C_{n \times n} \times B_{n \times k}$ (1)
Table 2. Progressively Decoding in MATIN Using Function 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Received Packet</th>
<th>Received Coefficient Entry</th>
<th>Obtained $z_{ij}$ Based upon the given $a_i$</th>
<th>Calculating $b_j$ Progressively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$p_{i-1}(a_iX_i)$</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$z_{11} = z_{12} = (1/3) \times (1/a_1)$</td>
<td>$b_{12} = 0+(x_{11} \times x_{12})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{11} = 0+(x_{11} \times x_{11})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{22} = 0+(x_{22} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{21} = 0+(x_{21} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$p_{j-1}(a_jX_j)$</td>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$z_{12} = z_{22} = (1/3) \times (1/a_2)$</td>
<td>$b_{12} = b_{11}+(x_{12} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{12} = b_{12}+(x_{12} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{22} = b_{22}+(x_{22} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{22} = b_{22}+(x_{21} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{n2} = b_{n2}+(x_{nm} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>$p_{n-1}(a_nX_n)$</td>
<td>$a_n$</td>
<td>$z_{m2} = (1/3) \times (2/a_n)$ $z_{2n-1} = (1/3) \times (1/a_n)$</td>
<td>$b_{n2} = b_{n2}+(x_{nm} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b_{n2} = b_{n2}+(x_{n1} \times x_{22})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.t002

more efficient in a P2P video streaming system using the MATIN framework.

Problem Statement

What can be inferred from previous studies is that RNC is an efficient method for video multicasting over P2P networks and can be one of the most attractive research areas in the computer communication field in near future. However, according to these studies, RNC introduces new challenges to the system which are categorized as follows:

i. As it was mentioned before, by using RNC, each peer attaches $n$-byte coefficients vector $C_i$ to each $k$-byte encoded block as its header before sending it to the next hop in the network. This results in high transmission overhead, especially when the values of $k$ and $n$ are small and large, respectively [12,24]. This problem considerably degrades the video quality on peers, because they must assign a large portion of their upload bandwidth for transferring coefficients vectors $C_i$ as header to other peers. Obviously, the more number of video segments is transferred in each transmission, the better video quality can be provided on receivers. This can be achieved if the header size of an encoded block decreases using an efficient coefficients matrix generation method, because the peer can transfer next video blocks.

![Figure 4. A Comparison between required arithmetic operations in MATIN and the Gauss-Jordan Elimination.](https://www.plosone.org/)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g004
instead of coefficients vectors related to the previous video blocks.

ii. As soon as an encoded block receives, in the decoding step, peers use the Gauss-Jordan elimination method [31] for calculating the orthogonal matrix from the given coefficients matrix $C_{m,n}$ and checking any linear dependency among its vectors. If there is any linear dependency between two vectors, the decoder fails to decode the whole segment [12]. Moreover, the number of innovative packets will be decreased. These make two big problems. First, the decoder cannot send the decoded video segment to the buffer for extracting the video frames and playing by the media player. Therefore, the number of playback skips and the amount of the video distortion will be increased on this peer. Second, considering segment $S$, suppose that $i^{th}$ coefficients vector ($C_{i}$, $i = 1,2,\ldots,n$), which is related to the $i^{th}$ block ($X_{i}$), has linear dependency with another one ($C_{j}X_{j}$) in this segment. The peer needs to wait for the same block number $i$ but with different coefficients vector from another or the same sender. As it was mentioned earlier, this not only decreases the video quality on peer, but also wastes its computation processing power, because the peer needs to perform additional processing for decoding the new received encoded block. In summary, the Gauss-Jordan elimination method consumes high CPU (Central Processing Unit) time and imposes very high computational complexity on the system as they are mentioned in [20,24,32] and Table 1. This complexity causes many problems for small gadgets which do not have enough processing powers [20,33].

iii. The Gauss-Jordan elimination method needs to perform many arithmetic operations in decoding step. Therefore, the imposed computational complexity on the system considerably increases.

As two solutions for overcoming these challenges, some previous studies suggested to decrease the packet batch size or increase the size of the finite field $m$. However, the first solution considerably degrades the performance of the network and video quality on peers [34], because more numbers of transmissions need to be performed. Actually, according to this fact that each packet is anchored with a header, this solution noticeably increases the network overhead. Using the second solution, although the decoding probability reaches nearby 1 using large values of $m$ (e.g. $m = 16$), the computational complexity in encoding/decoding process and the required bandwidth for segment transmission sharply increases [20]. In addition, all peers need to check linear dependency in the coefficients matrix $C_{m,n}$ irrespective of its assigned values.

Therefore, the big question of this study puts forward as follows: Is there any efficient solution which not only addresses these problems, but also improves the performance of the RNC in a P2P live video streaming system? Next section will propose the MATIN to answer this question and efficiently address the mentioned challenges in this section. Moreover, there is no need to use parallel decoding algorithms which both imposes high energy cost on the system and needs considerable CPU resources in all peers [20].

**The Matin Framework**

**A.1 Introduction to the Framework**

This section introduces MATIN, which includes a novel coefficients matrix generation method, in figure of a tailored framework so that it impressively addresses existing challenges in RNC. In summary, it:

i. sharply decreases the imposed transmission overhead by RNC,

ii. completely removes the necessity of checking any linear dependency among the coefficients vectors. This increases the number of innovative packets in the network,

iii. considerably reduces the imposed decoding computational complexity

As illustrated in Figure 3, the MATIN consists of some components. These components are as follows:

i. **RNC-Encoder:** it receives original video segments from the buffer and applies RNC on them. Then, it encapsulates each coefficient entry $a_i$ and encoded block $X_i$ into a packet $P_i$ before sending them to the upload scheduler. Section A.2 explains this process in more details.

ii. **RNC-Decoder:** this component progressively decodes the received encoded blocks $X_i$ ($i = 1,2,\ldots,n$) in order to regenerate the original video blocks $B_i$. Section A.4 particularly discusses on this process.

iii. **Buffer:** all decoded video segments are stored in the buffer. These video segments generate the sequence of video frames for playing in the media player.

iv. **Peer Manager:** joining, leaving and other related managerial processes to the peer management are performed by this component.

v. **Upload/Download Schedulers:** these components are responsible for transferring/receiving the encoded blocks to/from other neighbors in the system.

vi. **Coefficients Matrix Generator:** this component is the most important component of the MATIN which includes the contribution of this study. Actually, it efficiently generates the required coefficients matrix and its inversion as it is discussed in section A.2.2.

In this framework, solid and dashed lines refer to the data and the control messages, respectively.

**A.2 Encoding Process**

**A.2.1 Introduction to Encoding.** As soon as the RNC-Encoder intends to encode segment $B_{x,y}$, it performs the following steps respectively:

i. It first divides the segment into $n$ k-byte blocks.
Table 4. Considered Parameters and Their Values in the Simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value(s)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video Stream Type</td>
<td>Variable Bit Rate (VBR)</td>
<td>Number of Neighbors</td>
<td>Uniform(4,6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTU</td>
<td>1500 Bytes</td>
<td>Live Video Stream Length</td>
<td>600 Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Size</td>
<td>150,300</td>
<td>Peer Distribution Model</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>95 Percent</td>
<td>Segment Size</td>
<td>One Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Buffer Time</td>
<td>8 Seconds</td>
<td>Block Size (k)</td>
<td>128,512,1024 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlying Network</td>
<td>INET Framework</td>
<td>Overlay Constructor</td>
<td>ORESIM Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Churn Scenarios</td>
<td>Scenario 1: No Churn (All peers remain in the network up to the end of the simulation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario 2: Uniform(1,3) and Peer Lifetime Mean = 400 Seconds (Peers join the network every T second (T = Random(1,3)))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario 3: Uniform(0.5,1) and Peer Lifetime Mean = 300 Seconds (Peers join the network every T second (T = Random(0.5,1)))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.t004

ii. Then, this component sends a request message (REQ_MSG) containing the number of blocks (n) to the coefficients matrix generator component.

iii. After receiving the coefficients matrix $C_{n \times n}$, the RNC-Encoder generates $n$ encoded blocks $X_i$ using Equation 1. All arithmetic operations are performed over GF($2^m$).

iv. Finally, it attaches coefficient entry $a_i A_{k \times n}$ to the encoded blocks $X_i$ in figure of packet $P_i$ before sending it to the upload scheduler for transferring to receivers.

This process can be performed for many times until the peer either leaves the network or the video streaming finishes. Algorithms 1 and 2 show the encoding process when the most recently used method, the Gauss-Jordan elimination, and the MATIN framework are employed in the system, respectively.

Algorithm 1. Generating encoded blocks in the current RNC framework

1. To generate the encoded blocks $X_i, i = 1, 2, ..., n$
   1.1. Select $n^2$ random values over field GF($2^m$) and arrange them in $A_{k \times n}$
   1.2. Generate $C_{n \times n}$ based on $n^2$ values
   1.3. Generate all encoded blocks $X_i$ using the Equation 1

2. For all $X_i, i = 1, 2, ..., n$
   2.1. For all $C_i = [c_{i1}, c_{i2}, ..., c_{ik}] \in C_{n \times n}, i = 1, 2, ..., n$
      2.1.1. Encapsulate $C_i$ and $X_i$ into Packet $P_i$
      2.1.2. Send $P_i$ to the next hop // next peer(s) in the network

Algorithm 2. Generating encoded blocks using MATIN framework

1. To generate the encoded blocks $X_i, i = 1, 2, ..., n$
   1.1. Select $n^2$ random values over field GF($2^m$) and arrange them in $A_{k \times n}$
   1.2. Generate $C_{n \times n}$ from the given matrix $A_{k \times n}$
   1.3. Generate all encoded blocks $X_i$ using the Equation 1 in RNC-Encoder Component

2. For all $X_i, i = 1, 2, ..., n$
   2.1. For all $a_i A_{k \times n}, i = 1, 2, ..., n$
      2.1.1. Encapsulate $a_i$ and $X_i$ into Packet $P_i$
      2.1.2. Send $P_i$ to the next hop // next peer(s) in the network

A.2.2 Coefficients Matrix Generation and Inversion. By receiving a request from the RNC-Encoder, this component first selects $n$ random values over field GF($2^m$)-{zero} and arranges them in matrix $A_{k \times n} = [a_1, a_2, ..., a_n]$. Recall that, current RNC in use needs $n^2$ random values for generating the matrix $C_{n \times n}$. Based upon $A_{k \times n}$, the diagonal matrix $A_{n \times n}$ can be generated as follows. Definitely, the determinant value of the matrix $A_{n \times n}$ is not equal to zero ($\text{det}(A_{n \times n}) \neq 0$), because all entries $a_i \neq 0$. Therefore, the matrix $A_{n \times n}$ is undoubtedly invertible. MATIN does not consider $A_{n \times n}$ as the final coefficients matrix for sending to the RNC-Encoder, because having many zero values in the coefficients matrix can decrease the decoding probability. In order to resolve this problem, it is possible to add some multiplication of one row/column of $A_{n \times n}$ to another row/column. Certainly, the value of the $\text{det}(A_{n \times n})$ will not change [33].

Table 5. Live Video Stream Characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video File</th>
<th>Frame Per Second</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>GOP Structure</th>
<th>Quantizer Parameter</th>
<th>Mean Frame Size</th>
<th>Mean Frame PSNR</th>
<th>Mean Frame Bit Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STAR WAR IV</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>G1681</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>631.64 B</td>
<td>37.35 dB</td>
<td>151595.34 bps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.t005
A_{\kappa \times n} = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & a_2 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & a_n \end{bmatrix}_{n \times n}

In this regard, for generating the coefficients matrix \( C_{\kappa \times n} \), this component follows the following rules:

Rule 1: It replaces \( j \)-th column of \( A_{\kappa \times n} \) by column \( j \) plus column \( j-1 \), for \( j = 2, 3, \ldots, n \), respectively.

Rule 2: Then, it replaces \( j \)-th column of \( A_{\kappa \times n} \) by multiplying 3 by column \( j \) plus column \( n \), for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n-1 \), respectively.

Now, the coefficients matrix \( C_{\kappa \times n} \) can be sent to RNC-Encoder as follows (recall that, all arithmetic operations are performed in \( GF(2^\kappa) \)).

\[
C_{\kappa \times n} = \begin{bmatrix} 2a_1 & 2a_2 & 2a_3 & \cdots & 2a_{n-1} & a_n \\ a_2 & 2a_2 & 2a_3 & \cdots & 2a_{n-1} & a_n \\ a_3 & a_3 & 2a_3 & \cdots & 2a_{n-1} & a_n \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\ a_{n-1} & a_{n-1} & a_{n-1} & \cdots & 2a_{n-1} & a_n \\ a_n & a_n & a_n & \cdots & a_n & a_n \end{bmatrix}_{n \times n}
\]
After applying the second rule, $\det(C_{n \times n}) = \det(A_{n \times n}) \times 3^{n-1} \neq 0$. Thus, matrix $C_{n \times n}$ is invertible and no linear dependency exists among its vectors. It is necessary to be pointed out that a received packet in a peer can be innovative if it does not have any linear dependency with the current received packets in its buffer [36]. Therefore, the number of innovative packets can be increased and peers can have their required video packets in less number of transmissions and lower delay. Actually, there is no need to send another encoded packet due to existing linear dependency between the current received packet and the packets in the buffer. Obviously, any change in $A_{i \times n}$ will alter $C_{n \times n}$ uniquely, because the $n$th column of $C_{n \times n}$ is the transposed of $A_{i \times n}$. It is necessary to emphasize that each peer directly obtains $C_{n \times n}$ from the given $A_{i \times n}$. Consequently, there is no additional computational complexity in coefficients matrix generation process.

Based upon the matrix $C_{n \times n}$, the inverted coefficients matrix $C^{-1}_{n \times n}$ can be shown as follows. As can be seen in this matrix, just two entries are needed to be calculated for obtaining each row, because other entries are equal to zero. In this regard, contrary to the Gauss-Jordan elimination method, the imposed computational complexity due to obtaining the inverted coefficients matrix and decoding the encoded blocks sharply decreases. This allows receivers, especially Smartphones, to assign very low CPU processing power to decoders. As it was mentioned before, high computational complexity in decoding is an important concern for those users who use small gadgets in a P2P system which uses RNC for multicasting.

Figure 7. Experienced ISD in Second by 150 and 300 Peers in Scenario 1 with 95% CI for 128, 512 and 1024 Bytes Block Sizes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g007

Figure 8. Experienced EED in Second by 150 and 300 Peers in Scenario 1 with 95% CI for 128, 512 and 1024 Bytes Block Sizes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g008
### Table 6. Comparison between MATIN and RNC-GJE Numerically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Distortion in Percent</th>
<th>Peers →</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Size →</td>
<td>128-Byte</td>
<td>512-Byte</td>
<td>1024-Byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method →</td>
<td>RNC-GJE</td>
<td>MATIN</td>
<td>RNC-GJE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>1.868</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>1.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>4.035</td>
<td>2.622</td>
<td>1.816</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dependency Distortion in Percent

| Scenario 1                  | 0.376   | 0.168 | 0.208 | 0.265 | 0.168 | 0.208 | 1.000  | 0.310 | 0.259  | 0.192 |
| Scenario 2                  | 4.305   | 1.022 | 1.478 | 0.986 | 1.097 | 1.396 | 3.138  | 1.450 | 1.457  | 0.710 |
| Scenario 3                  | 3.599   | 2.238 | 0.632 | 0.976 | 1.278 | 1.223 | 2.837  | 0.536 | 0.954  | 0.918 |

### Initial Startup Delay (ISD) in Second

| Scenario 1                  | 10.26   | 10.01 | 10.36 | 10.13 | 10.10 | 10.09 | 13.06  | 9.76  | 9.81   | 9.62  |
| Scenario 3                  | 11.70   | 11.11 | 11.75 | 11.46 | 11.60 | 10.83 | 12.14  | 10.45 | 11.04  | 10.77 |

### End-to-End Delay (EED) in Second

| Scenario 3                  | 10.76   | 10.06 | 9.45  | 10.64 | 11.99 | 11.41 | 9.50   | 10.54 | 10.70  | 10.66 |

![Figure 9. Experienced Video Distortion in Percent by 150 and 300 Peers in Scenario 2 with 95% CI for 128, 512 and 1024 Bytes Block Sizes.](doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g009)
Figure 10. Experienced Dependency Distortion in Percent by 150 and 300 Peers in Scenario 2 with 95% CI for 128, 512 and 1024 Bytes Block Sizes. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g010

In order to prove that $C_{n \times n}^{-1}$ is the unique inverted matrix of $C_{n \times n}$, it is sufficient to show that $L_{n \times n} = C_{n \times n}^{-1} \times C_{n \times n} = C_{n \times n}^{-1} \times C_{n \times n}$ [35] as follows:

$$
L_{n \times n} = C_{n \times n}^{-1} \times C_{n \times n} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{2+1}{a_1} & \frac{2+2}{a_2} & \frac{2+2}{a_3} & \cdots & \frac{2+2}{a_n} \\
\frac{1+1}{a_1} & \frac{2+2}{a_2} & \frac{2+2}{a_3} & \cdots & \frac{2+2}{a_n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{1+1}{a_1} & \frac{1+1}{a_2} & \frac{1+1}{a_3} & \cdots & \frac{2+1}{a_n} \\
\frac{2+2}{a_1} & \frac{2+2}{a_2} & \frac{2+2}{a_3} & \cdots & \frac{2+1}{a_n}
\end{bmatrix}_n,$$

where $C_{n \times n}$ is defined as:

$$
C_{n \times n} = \begin{bmatrix}
1/a_1 & 1/a_2 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1/a_2 & 1/a_3 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1/a_3 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 1/a_{n-1} & 0 \\
1/a_1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 1/a_{n-1} & 1/a_n \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 2/a_n
\end{bmatrix}_n \times n
$$

Figure 11. Experienced ISD in Second by 150 and 300 Peers in Scenario 2 with 95% CI for 128, 512 and 1024 Bytes Block Sizes. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g011
In the same manner, it is possible to prove that

\[ L_{k,n} = C_{n,k} \times C^{-1}_{n,k} \]

Therefore, \( C^{-1}_{n,k} \) is the unique inverted matrix of \( C_{n,k} \).

A.3 Transmission Overhead

Transmission overhead in the MATIN is very low, because the encoder attaches each entry of the matrix \( A_{J,n} \) instead of each vector \( C \cdot C_{n,k} \) to the encoded block \( X_j \). For instance, assume that each entry of all matrices is one byte in \( \text{GF}(2^8) \). Therefore, the data transmission overhead in Algorithms 1 and 2 can be written as Equations 3 and 4, respectively (\( n \) and \( k \) are in byte).

\[
\text{Transmission Overhead}_{\text{Algorithm } 1} = \frac{n^2}{(n+k) \times n} = \frac{n}{n+k} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{Transmission Overhead}_{\text{Algorithm } 2} = \frac{n}{(1+k) \times n} = \frac{1}{1+k} \tag{4}
\]

According to Misihokrai et al. [37], network coding complexity and transmission overhead sharply heightens when the number of blocks (\( n \)) increases. However, as depicted in Equation 4, transmission overhead of the MATIN is completely independent of the number of blocks. It means that the MATIN lets us ignore both the imposed computational complexity and the transmission overhead due to employing and sending the coefficients matrix \( C_{n,k} \), respectively. As a result, better video quality can be provided on peers.

A.4 Decoding process

Similar to the Gauss-Jordan elimination method, the decoding process can be performed progressively. The MATIN progressively starts to generate the matrix \( C^{-1}_{n,k} \) using small numbers of arithmetic operations when the first entry of \( a_j \) is received. Suppose \( C^{-1}_{n,k} \) is written as follows and node \( P_1 \) is receiving segment \( X_{n,k} \). Obviously, each encoded block \( X_j \) is encoded by a coefficient entry \( a_i \), and the value of \( i \) is determined in the header. The decoding process in \( P_1 \) can be performed in the following order:

i. It first sets all values \( b_{i}E_{n,k} \) \( (i = 1,2,...,n, r = 1,2,...,k) \) to zero before starting the decoding process.

ii. As soon as a coefficient entry \( a_j \) is received, \( P_1 \) generates two related entries \( z_{j} \in C^{-1}_{n,k} \) \( (j = i,1,2,...,n) \). For example, suppose that \( P_1 \) receives packet \( P_i = (a_j,X_j) \). In this case, \( P_1 \) can easily generate \( z_{ij} \) and \( z_{ji} \) from the given \( a_j \) as depicted in the first row of Table 2 (Iteration 1).

iii. Finally, \( P_1 \) sends the calculated \( z_{ji} \) to the Function 1 for progressively obtaining entries \( b_{i}E_{n,k} \). This function will not be called for zero entries and \( z_{ji} = 0 \) in matrix \( C^{-1}_{n,k} \), because of the value of \( b_r \) will not be changed in this case. This considerably decreases the imposed computational complexity in decoding.

\( P_1 \) will repeat steps ii and iii until all entries \( b_{i}E_{n,k} \) are calculated. This process can be performed for other received encoded segments. In contrary to \( C_{n,k} \), having many zero values in the matrix \( C^{-1}_{n,k} \) leads to very low computational complexity in decoding. This is another reason for this fact that the MATIN sharply decreases the computational complexity of RNC.
Function 1. Progressively Decoding Process in MATIN

Function MATIN_Decoder (\(z_{ij}, i, j\))

For \(r = 1\) to \(k\) Do
  \(b_u = b_u + z_{ij} \times x_{ij}\)
EndFor

If \(i = j = 1\) Then // because \(z_{11} = z\)
  For \(r = 1\) to \(k\) Do
    \(b_u = b_u + (z_{ij} \times x_{ij})\)
  EndFor
EndIf
End

In order to illuminate the operation of Function 1, suppose that node \(P_i\) receives encoded block \(X_i\) in iteration \(i\). This function can be called two times in each iteration (e.g. one call for \(z_{ij}\) and one call for \(z_{ij}\) in iteration 1). Table 2 shows the decoding process. In this table, \(b_{12}\) can be obtained at the end of the second iteration, because \(z_{ij} = 0 (j = 3, 4, 5, \ldots, n)\) will not be sent to Function 1. This is the same for \(b_{12}\). In this regard, \(b_{23}\) and \(b_{23}\) can be obtained at the end of the iteration 3 and so on. Suppose that \(X_i\) is not received or received with error. In this case, the MATIN, just like the Gauss-Jordan elimination method, can use the received encoded blocks \(X_i\) from another node instead of \(X_i\) because both of them are generated based upon the same matrix \(B_{nxn}\) but with different coefficients matrices \(C_{nxn}\) and \(C_{nxn}\), respectively.

Finally, it is necessary to be pointed out that each peer downloads a small source code in size for just one time when it joins the network. This source code can be used by peers in order to generate the same coefficients matrix \(C_{nxn}\) based upon the same given matrix \(A_{nxn}\).

A.5 Complexity Analysis

As it was mentioned before, the MATIN imposes very low computational complexity on the system. Figure 4 compares the required number of arithmetic operations for \(n = [64, 128, 256, 512]\) using the MATIN (in encoding and decoding) and the Gauss-Jordan elimination (just decoding). As emphasized in [33], RNC imposes high computation complexity on gadgets (e.g. Smartphones) so that they need to assign considerable CPU time in decoding process. On the other hand, using the MATIN, this concern can be completely ignored, because it imposes very low computation complexity on peers and needs a bit CPU time for decoding the received encoded blocks. Therefore, RNC can be more useful.

In order to provide a more comprehensive analysis over MATIN, suppose that there are \(n\) byte blocks for encoding over GF(2^n). Based upon sections 2.2 to 2.4, it is possible to calculate the complexity of MATIN as follows:

- Throughput: There is no linear dependency in the generated encoded packets using MATIN. Therefore, all received packets can be as an innovative packet. This removes the necessity of retransmission due to linear dependency between two received encoded packets. Moreover, because of low transmission overhead, bandwidth utilization considerably increases meaning that MATIN provides very high performance (optimal) in terms of the throughput.

- Algorithm Complexity: Suppose that generating one random coefficient entry imposes constant complexity of \(G\). Moreover, addition/multiplication operation imposes constant complexity of \(A\). Generating the matrix \(A_{nxn}\) and applying rules i and ii impose a complexity of \(O(nG+O(n^2A))\). Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm will be \(O(n^2A)\).

- Encoding Complexity: MATIN generates the coefficients matrix \(C_{nxn}\) based upon \(n\) random values in GF(2^n). Then, the encoder multiplies \(C_{nxn}\) by \(B_{nxn}\) which leads to complexity of \(O(n^2B)\).

- Decoding Complexity: According to section 4.4, MATIN imposes very low computational complexity on the system in decoding. In fact, just \(2 \times n\) entries are needed to be calculated for obtaining \(C_{nxn}^{-1}\) (2 entries in each row). This just leads to decoding complexity of \(O(nd)\) in the system.

Packet Overhead in bit: According to section 4.3, RNC-Encoder attaches one instead of \(n\) coefficient entries to each encoded block. Therefore, the imposed packet overhead by it is equal to \(m\) bits.

Figure 13. Experienced Video Distortion in Percent by 150 and 300 Peers in Scenario 3 with 95% CI for 128, 512 and 1024 Bytes Block Sizes.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.g013
Packet Feedback: Similar to RNC, MATIN needs no feedback.

Table 3 summarizes the complexity of MATIN. According to Qureshi et al. (2012) [20], MATIN outperforms existing coding schemes in terms of the considered parameters. In their study, parameters $q$, $M$ and $E$ are defined the same as $m$, $n$ and $k$ in our study, respectively.

**Simulation**

B.1 Simulation Parameters

For better understanding and evaluating the performance of the MATIN in P2P live video streaming, this study carried out a simulation using the INET and the OVERSIM frameworks in OMNET++ [38]. Then, it compares the MATIN with RNC-GJE (the RNC which uses the most recently used method, the Gauss-Jordan elimination, in decoding). The OMNET++ is a discrete-event-based simulator which includes many C++ libraries and frameworks such as the OVERSIM for overlay construction and the INET for underlying layer operations. Table 4 depicts different considered parameters and their values in this simulation. The video source disseminates Star War IV, a single-layer MPEG-4 video trace file available from [39]. Table 5 shows the characteristics of the video stream. The video stream is divided into many segments based upon the considered segment size in Table 4, each of them is further divided into $k$-byte blocks ($k = \{128,512,1024\}$). The simulation ran for five times based upon the mentioned conditions and parameters in Tables 4 and 5 and the results are depicted in figures with 95% confidence interval (CI). According to Table 4, the performance of MATIN is evaluated using different churning scenarios. This makes the evaluation process more comprehensive, because the behavior of
the network can be more similar to real-world systems. In this simulation, all arithmetic operations are performed in GF(2^4).

### 2 Simulation Results and Discussion

In order to measure the performance provided by the MATIN and the RNC-GJE, this study considers four important performance metrics as follows:

- **Video Distortion:** The capacity of frames not playback divided by the total capacities of all video frames of the stream.
- **End-to-End Delay (EED):** The time elapsed between transmitting a video frame from the video source and playing it in a peer.
- **Initial Startup Delay (ISD):** The time elapsed between starting to buffer the video frames after joining the network and playing the first buffered video frame. In other words, ISD shows how much time it took in a peer to finish the initial buffer time after joining the network.
- **Dependency Distortion:** According to the existing dependencies among video frames, it is possible that a video frame arrives, however, the decoder cannot decode it due to this fact that it is dependent on a frame which has not received yet. For example, peer P receives frame B3, while frames P1 and P2 are not received. Thus, it is impossible to successfully decode frame B3 (by video decoder not RNC-Decoder) and playback it. This metric shows the capacities of these frames divided by the total capacity of all video frames in percentage.

This section is divided into three subsections, each of them evaluates the obtained results related to one of the considered churning scenarios. In all scenarios, we use aggregation method so that each packet can contain more than one encoded block. By employing aggregation approach, suppose that $P_G$ and $P_M$ indicate the number of encoded blocks in a packet using the RNC-GJE and MATIN, respectively ($MTU$ shows the maximum transfer units in byte). In this regard, according to Equations 5 and 6, $G_G$ and $G_M$ depict the number of generated packets for transmitting a segment to a neighbor using the RNC-GJE and MATIN, respectively.

\[
P_G = \left\lfloor \frac{MTU}{n+k} \right\rfloor \rightarrow G_G = \left\lfloor \frac{n}{P_G} \right\rfloor
\]

\[
P_M = \left\lfloor \frac{MTU}{1+k} \right\rfloor \rightarrow G_M = \left\lfloor \frac{n}{P_M} \right\rfloor
\]

Then, for $n,k \geq 1, n,k \in \mathbb{N}$:

\[
G_G \leq \frac{n+k}{1+k} \quad \text{Then} \quad G_G \geq G_M
\]

### Table 7. Comparison between MATIN and RNC-GJE in Summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>MATIN</th>
<th>RNC-GJE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Overhead</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Random</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$n'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values for Generating $C_{n,n}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Complexity</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressively Decoding</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Dependency in $C_{n,n}$</td>
<td>Not Exist (No need to check)</td>
<td>It is necessary to check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided Video Quality</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Lower than that of MATIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust in Peer Churning</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Lower than that of MATIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069844.t007
This clearly indicates that RNC-GJE imposes higher traffic on the network which can result in higher video distortion, because using same block and segment size, the capacity of all generated packets by the MATIN is lesser than that of the RNC-GJE.

B.2.1 Scenario 1: Results and Discussion. Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 show the amount of video distortion, dependency distortion, ISD and EED, respectively, with 95% confidence interval for different number of peers and block sizes ([128,512,1024]) when there is no churn in the network. In fact, all peers join the network in the beginning of the simulation and remain up to the end of the simulation.

In an overall view, considering 150 or 300 peers, what can be inferred from these figures is that the MATIN provides higher video quality than that of the RNC-GJE with slightly lower end-to-end and initial startup delays. According to Figures 5 and 6, the reason for high video distortion for block size 128-byte is that the video segment is divided into many blocks (the value of n is large). In this case, the RNC-GJE method needs to attach n bytes as header to each encoded block before encapsulating it in the packet. This increases the transmission overhead which causes high video distortion. The MATIN efficiently overcomes this problem by attaching just one instead of n bytes to each encoded block. For instance, suppose that a segment is divided into n = 10 k = 128-byte blocks. The imposed transmission overhead using the RNC-GJE and MATIN will be 4.4 and 0.78 percent, respectively. The difference between the imposed transmission overhead by these methods can be sharply increased when n increases.

Network size can influence the network performance. According to Figure 5, MATIN introduces less amount of video distortion to peers even if the network size increases from 150 to 300 peers. Using the RNC-GJE method, video distortion considerably increases when there are 300 peers in the network. This means that the MATIN permits the network to be more scalable. Recall that each encoded block X_k is anchored by a coefficients vector C_k using RNC-GJE method. In this regard, the amounts of Transmitted Data (TD) and the imposed transmission overhead reduce when the amount of k increases. This is why the imposed video distortions on peers slightly decrease for larger values of k.

Using the MATIN framework, on the other hand, the amount of video distortion does not sharply increase even if the amount of k increases. This is more visible for 128-byte block size. This means that the MATIN can provide better video quality than that of the RNC-GJE even if the network size and block size increases and decreases, respectively. In order to substantiate this claim, consider 128-byte block size. Using MATIN, the introduced amount of video distortion only increases 0.83 in case of having 300 peers in comparison with the RNC-GJE when there are 150 peers in the network. Moreover, MATIN improves the video distortion about 50 percent in comparison with the RNC-GJE when there are 150 peers in the network and block size is 128 bytes. For the same network size (150 peers), 196 and 150 percent improvement is achieved when block size is equal to 512 and 1024 bytes, respectively. This is approximately the same for 300 peers.

Considering the RNC-GJE method and segment size S, the large number of generated packets (G_N) due to using blocks size 128 bytes leads to high video distortion, especially when the network size increases. The reason is that the amounts of traffic and end-to-end delay considerably increase. However, using block size 512 bytes results in better video quality than that of block size 1024 bytes when there are 300 peers in the network. The main reason is that the amount of P_M increases while the amount of TD decreases. This leads to higher frame diversity in the network, because each packet includes more number of video blocks X_k. Although the amount of P_M increases when the block size is 128 bytes, the imposed transmission overhead and the large amount of TD outperform the advantages of having large amount of P_M so that the video distortion increases. The obtained results in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 truly confirm the proposed hypothesis in which the best block size can be 512 bytes [37].

Now, consider the same segment size S but the MATIN is used in the network. The amounts of TD and transmission overhead on the system remain low and almost constant even if the amount of k increases. This is why approximately the same amounts of video distortion are experienced by 150 peers. In case of large network size (e.g. 300 peers), the amount of the imposed transmission overhead plays more important role than that of other parameters (TD, P_M and G_N). In fact, low frame diversity due to small number of P_M causes higher video distortion using block size 1024 bytes in comparison with the block size 512 bytes.

Dependency distortion is another important metric. This metric evaluates the performance of a method/framework in video streaming in a detailed view. As can be seen in Figure 6, the MATIN introduces less amount of dependency distortion to the
system which results in higher bandwidth utilization. Actually, the bandwidth can be wasted if a video frame arrives at the destination peer, but the video decoder cannot decode it due to existing dependency between the frame and its reference frame. As depicted in Table 6 in section B.2.3, the MATIN provides such a high performance while it introduces a bit less amount of end-to-end and initial startup delays to peers, especially for block size 128 bytes when there are 300 peers in the network. As a result, the MATIN considerably outperforms the RNC-GJE in stable networks when no peer churning happens. Next sections evaluate the performances of MATIN in churning scenarios where peers join and leave the network repeatedly.

**B.2.2 Scenario 2: Results and Discussion.** Figures 9, 10, 11, 12 show the amount of video distortion, dependency distortion, ISD and EED, respectively, with 95% confidence interval for different number of peers and block sizes ([125,512,1024]) when the second scenario is considered for peer churning. In this scenario, one peer joins the network every 7 seconds so that the first peer joins at the beginning of the simulation. The amount of T can be selected randomly between 1 and 3 seconds using normal distribution method. In addition, the averaged lifetime duration of peers in the network is 400 seconds. As can be seen in Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, the MATIN noticeably outperforms the RNC-GJE in terms of the video and dependency distortions. It also introduces lesser amounts of EED and ISD to the network. Obviously, churning causes higher video distortion in comparison with the first scenario which no churn happened in the network. The effects of churn are more visible when the block size is equal to 128 bytes. An interesting result in the second scenario is that, contrary to the first scenario, the perceived video qualities on peers remain almost the same when the network size increases from 150 to 300 peers using the MATIN framework.

This behavior is somehow the same for the RNC-GJE in block sizes 128 and 1024 bytes. However, the MATIN provides better video quality than that of the RNC-GJE by introducing lesser amount of video distortion on both 150 and 300 peers. Moreover, according to Figure 10, it considerably decreases the effects of frame dependency in decoding, even if peer churning exists in the network. Again, the MATIN introduces lesser amounts of EED and ISD to peers, even if the network size increases. This shows that the MATIN increases the network resiliency in dynamic networks where churning happens.

**B.2.3 Scenario 3: Results and Discussion.** Figures 13, 14, 15, 16 show the amount of video distortion, dependency distortion, ISD and EED, respectively, with 95% confidence interval for different number of peers and block sizes ([125,512,1024]) when the third scenario is considered for peer churning. Here, the amount of T is selected randomly between 0.5 and 1 second using normal distribution method and the averaged lifetime duration of peers is 300 seconds. In this regard, peers join rapidly but stay for a shorter time in the network. Although in this scenario the behavior of the network is more dynamic, similar to the scenarios 1 and 2, the MATIN provides higher video quality with lower end-to-end and initial startup delays. This means that MATIN makes the P2P network more robust in high churning scenarios.

Finally, it is necessary to be pointed out that the bigger range of the confidence interval in scenarios 2 and 3 is due to churning event. In other words, different runs of the simulation in different seeds cause video distortions with larger differences in their amounts in comparison with the first scenario. Following Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, Table 6 compares MATIN and RNC-GJE in all scenarios numerically.

**B.2.4 Complementary Discussion.** Although previous studies such as [37] show that the perceived video quality on peers can be considerably increased using RNC, in order to confirm this assertion, we compare the MATIN and the RNC-GJE with one of the most popular live video streaming systems, named the CoolStreaming [40], in the same network conditions. According to this fact that high video quality is the target of all video streaming systems, this study compare the introduced amounts of video distortion using these methods as it is depicted in Figure 17. The results show that the MATIN considerably outperforms others. In Figure 17, the averaged amounts of the video distortion in the RNC-GJE and MATIN are depicted based on the different block sizes. In Scenario 2, the RNC-GJE averagely introduces more video distortion due to high transmission overhead. Therefore, existing challenges in RNC can decrease its performance in some special situations so that other methods, which do not employ network coding, outperform the RNC-GJE. However, the MATIN averagely provides a bit better video quality than that of the CoolStreaming in the second scenario. It means that the MATIN efficiently addresses existing challenges in the RNC.

In previous sections, we showed that employing the Gauss-Jordan elimination method in decoders causes some problems such as high transmission overhead and computational complexity. The Gauss-Jordan elimination method needs to have the whole coefficients of a coefficients vector \( C \), for decoding the related encoded block \( X \). This is why the RNC-GJE imposes considerable transmission overhead on the network which leads to higher video distortion. Moreover, according to Figure 4, the Gauss-Jordan elimination method imposes very high computational complexity on a peer in decoding. Based upon the obtained results in section 5, we believe that the MATIN can be a possible answer to the big question propounded in this study. It not only imposes very low transmission overhead and computational complexity on the system, but also provides better video quality on peers and decreases the amounts of end-to-end and initial startup delays, even if the network size increases and churning occurs in the system. Finally, Table 7 compares the MATIN with the RNC-GJE in summary.

**Conclusion**

Recent studies have shown that better perceived video quality can be provided on peers using RNC. However, this method imposes high transmission overhead and computational complexity on the system as they are mentioned in these studies. The imposed computational complexity is due to large number of arithmetic operations in decoding the encoded blocks and checking linear dependency among the coefficients vectors using the most recently used method, the Gauss-Jordan elimination. In addition, the decoder needs to have all values of a coefficients vector to be able to decode the related encoded block which imposes high transmission overhead. This paper introduced MATIN framework in order to efficiently address these challenges. The MATIN generates the required coefficients matrix using \( n \) instead of \( n^2 \) entries in Galois Field so that there is no linear dependency among its vectors. Then, it sends one instead of \( n \) coefficient entries as the header of each encoded blocks. Therefore, the transmission overhead sharply decreases.

Moreover, it can progressively produce the inverted coefficients matrix using very few numbers of arithmetic operations. As a result, very low computational complexity is imposed on the system. In order to evaluate the performance of the MATIN in P2P live video streaming, we simulated it using a precise simulator.
in OMNET++ and under different network conditions. Four performance metrics including total video distortion, video distortion due to frame dependency, end-to-end delay (EED) and initial startup delay (ISD) are considered. This study also considered three different scenarios for chewing. In the first scenario no churn happened, whereas the second and the third scenarios were based upon two different chewing rates and peers' lifetimes.

The results showed that the MATIN considerably outperforms the KNC-GJE, which employs the Gauss-Jordan elimination method in decoding, in terms of the four considered performance metrics in all scenarios. In fact, it provides higher video quality by introducing lesser video distortion and delivered video packets in lower end-to-end delay. Finally, peers finished their initial buffer in a shorter time earlier. In this regard, the MATIN can be a possible answer to the proposed big question in this study and permits KNC to be more efficient in data multicasting, especially video streaming. In future studies, we aim to implement the MATIN framework over the PlanetLab for evaluating its performance in a real-world P2P network.
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